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Tied up
Taxpayers, some
lawmakers upset
with budget lock
SPR INGFIELD, Ill. (AP)
Taxpayers are getting fed up with lawmakers doing nothing in an extended
session except arguing, C.Qllecting
stipends for each day of deadlock. and
threatening worker paychecks with
missed budget deadlines.
"It's a crock of bull," Betty Spitze of
Beason said Monday.
"It's totally senseless that they're
here getting the overtime.
"They're forgetting about the people
out there, the little people. I think it's
time the governor and the legislators
quit fighting.• Gov. Jim Edgar and legislative leaders are at an impasse on
adopting a new state budget. The state
entered the new fiscal year July 1 without a budget plan.
In general, negotiations have stalled
because Democrats say the Republican
bu dget proposals overestimate the
LA SHJNDA CLARK/Photo edltor
state's new revenues and do not pay off
two
~Ourth
enough of the state's Medicaid debt or
devote enough new money to educa'
:J •
World Warn Veterans led CharLeston's Fowth of July parade Monday ajtemoonfrom the town square to Morton
ti.on.
House Speaker Michael Madigan, D- Park, Fourth and Lincoln. See photo page, Page 7.
Chicago, says he is willing t:o earmark
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money will be matched by federal dollars.
Edgar rejected that and returned to
an earlier position that includes spending only $328 million on old Medicaid
bills. At one point, Edgar had agreed to
pay as much as $343 million.
Republicans contend Madigan's
demands to cut some parts of their
budget would jeopardize basic state
services such as prison staffing.
The House has met every day but
one since missing the June 30 deadline.
The Senate has met twice and now
must be available to return to
Springfield on a 24-hour notice.
For every day they're in session, the
118 members of the House and the 59
members of the Senate receive a per
diem check of $81.
They also receive one free trip to and
from Springfield each week for mileage,
which comes out of the state kitty of
taxpayers' dollars.
And if no budget is passed in the
next seven days, the budget impasse
will directly hit the wallets of several
thousand employees of the University
of Illinois and Southern Illinois
University.

By BILL BOCKMAN

Staff
Wiiter
==-"c.:.=;.;;___ _ __ _ _ _ __

Student loan worries may soon be a
sign of the :past with the introduction of
a new financial aid program.
The Federal Direct Loan Program,
which went into effect Friday, will
begin with 104 colleges, universities
and proprietary schools for the first
year.
The University of Illinois at
Champaign-Urbana was invited t:o be
one of the 104 to participate in the
inaugural year of the program. Eastern
Illinois University will be added t:o the
list for the second year.
University of Illinois Ass ociate
Director of Financial Aid Craig Munier
feels this program will benefit the students as well as the school.
"The Federal Direct Loan Program
basically eliminates the middleman the lending institutions," Munier said.
"The program is designed t:o save the
taxpayers money while offering more
options for repayment to the students."
Under the current program, Munier
said most students receive their loans

''T

he program is designed to save the taxpayers money

while offering more op tions for repayment to the students."
- Craig Munier
U of I associate director
of financial aid
through private guarantees from the
federal government. The federal government then :pays the lenders interest
on behalf of the students.
"The FDLP would eliminate the government from having to pay the
lender's interest, saving the taxpayers
money," Munier said."It is also a good
program for our school."
Munier said the program reduces
the paper work for the schools dramatically, considering a projected 15,000
students will be in need of financial aid
for next year totalling around $60 million."
Eastern Director of Financial Aid

John Flynn agrees in its capabilities for
making the process easier for everyone.
"Although the benefits for the school
are obvious, it will also greatly benefit
the students," Flynn said.
Currently, it takes approximately six
weeks for a student to receive his or
her processed loan check, Flynn said.
Under the new program, students
could receive their checks in as little as
72 hours.
The Clinton Administration will
review the program in 1998 and is predicting $4.3 billion saved on interest
with 40 percent of all public schools
linked t:o this program.

The continuing story of Bungalow Beetle
Pesticides, traps two methods of dealing with the difficult-to-control bugs
By JEREMY R . KIRK

area, and garden ers are waging .a war against the pests.
"They are all over the
They're small, deep-green place," said Dan Cooper, an
and hell-bent on destruction.
employee of Four Seasons
A new kind of beetle inva- Garden Center. "The problem
sion has hit America, and seems t:o get worse from year
gardeners from the Mis- to year."
sissippi River to the East
Originally discovered in
Coast are cringing.
New Jersey in 1916, the beeHordes of Japanese beetles tles are believed to have been
with voracious appetites have br ought over from J apan on
been chomping away at ir is roots. The beetles were
everything from Linden and t h ough t to be rare at the
plum t r ees t o r oses in the time, but soon multiplied and
City editor

became a nuisance, wreaking
havoc with plants.
Cooper said the beetles
usually do not kill plants, but
instead eat the center parts of
leaves, making the foliage
resemble a web. Control of
the beetles has been increasingly difficult, but Cooper
said there are methods to
combat the pervasive bugs.
Tr aps lined with a beetle
sex hormone called pheromone helps cut down on the
number of beetles. The bee-

ties are attracted to the hormone and die when they fall
int:o a bag and eventually suffocate.

"They think they are going
to mate," Cooper said.
Cooper also said a chemical
called Sevin can be used in a
spr ay or dust form to stop the
insects.
The larva form of Japanese
beetles have been known to
wreck lawns by feasting on
the roots of grass. The larva
hatch in August and continue
feeding under gr ound until
they bu rrow in the winter
months, and then come to life
in the spring.

Talk network EIU ~TUDENT~
takes off on
Fourth of July H£IHUUT8
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Champaign
may ax: tax
CHA!vt:PAIGN CAP> - Some Champaign
City Council members are considering
eliminating property taxes because of the
increasing revenue being generated by
the retail industry north oflnterstate 74.
The idea began to take hold in budget
discussions this spring when unanticipated sales tax revenue prompted the council to lower the city ta.x rate from $1.47 to
$1.30 on taxes payable in 1995.
In the last several months, numerou:s
stores have announced plans to locate or
expand along the interstate.
· About 1.2 million square feet of retail
space are expected to be added over the
next three years.
"'We're either going to have to create
new needs or reduce property taxei:;," said
council member Marty Smith.
But Mayor Dannel McCollum believes
it is unrealistic to consider doing away
with the city property tax. Sales truces are
an unpredictable source of revenue, and
the retail dollar is being stretched too
thin, he said.
"There will be lean years. Count on it.
And just because someone's building a
store doesn't mean they will come,"
McCollum said.
t

Collll11ission
gives ruling in
Dekalb case
DEKALB (AP) - The IHinois Human
Rights Commission ruled that DeKalb
County Sheriff Roger Scott discriminated against a female deputy in denying
her a promotion to sergeant in February
1991.
The commission ruled last week that
Scott discriminated against Joyce KleinMunch on the basis of marital stat\1s and
gender.
Klein-Munch is married to Lt. David
Munch, he1· immediate supervisor.
Scott said he did not believe KleinMunch should be promoted because he
was concerned about married couples
holding command positions.
"I felt thnt it could cause problems
with communications among the troops
and would have a chilling effect to have
open and honest feelings with the command staff," Scott said.

The Daily Eastern

FORT LEE, N.J. (AP) -The American fascination with television talk shows reaches
its logical culmination on the Fourth of July,
when America's Talking, a 24-hour, all-talk,
cable TV network, opens for business.
"Three months ago, there was literally
nothing here," said Beth Tilson, the network's senior programmer. She held a picture
of a vast, dark. gutted interior space with
GE, NBC and CNBC executives in the foreground.
Today, that space has become t~·o sleek,
fully equipped television studios, waiting
only for the cameras, technicians and studio
audiences to inhabit them.
That happens at 7 a.m. EDT on Independence Day, when America's Talking goes
live, beaming its :shows into roughly 10 million cable homes nationwide.
"We're about to start the talk show revolution," Tilson said.
"We're going to bring television talk back
to where it used to be: intelligent, informed.
insightful, interactive, and irreverent at
times."
"AT-a.m.," the in-house name for the morning show that changes its name every day,
will begin life as "America's Talking; July 4,
1994," with hosts Steve Doocy (former host of
syndication's "House Party") and Kai Kim,
formerly ofWTNH in New Haven, Conn
There's other, less conventional talk fare:
• The charmingly titled "Am I Nuts?,"
which features psychologists helping ordinary people cope with the extraordinary
stresses of everyday life.
•Fledgling talk show host Bill McCuddy,
who won a nationwide talent search, who
will open his celebrity-driven "Break A Leg"
show at 2 p.m. daily.
•E. Jean Carroll, an Elle magazine columnist and Hunter Thompson biographer, who'll
offer "Ask E. Jean," an advice show about
love and life in the '90s.
• "Pork," a show about government performs, ingeniously named by CNBC
President Roger Ailes, the Republican political operative and, most recently, executive
producer of "The Rush Limbaugh Show."
Ailes is host of his own prime-time, one-onone interview show, "Straight Forward."
• Brian O'Connor, better known for his
role as Schemer on PBS' "Shining Time
Station," who will host "Bugged," a forum for
audience members and viewers to sound off.
Repeats a ir from 11 p.m. until 3 a.m.,
when infomercials take over.
Tilson said America's Talking has solved
the logistical problem of getting live audiences out into the wilds of Fort Lee.
"We're actually looking into vans and
transportation services," she said.
"We've also been in touch with a lot of
clubs and seniors organizations. I think
there's a lot of people who would enjoy getting out of the house for an hour or two."
America's Talking already is boasting that it
is "the first real two-way talk television network" because of its deal with Prodigy, the
on-line computer service, for a significant
"interactive" component.
"We simply say to people who have been
on-line computer users, ' If you want to talk
to us, dial in on Prodigy,' " Tilson said.
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Daily Special
Any 6" Sub,
Small Drink and Chips

$3.29
• We Honor Any
Competitor's Coupon
• Double Stamps On
Sub Club Cards
Every Mon. & Tues.

636 W. Lincoln
348-SUBS

2 new stylists Keri and Tonia
specializing in summer styles

at~ 1/lJiiJ'f(foi;i

Open 8 pm - 1 ar'h
Monday - Saturday

Wed. All Bottles $1. 00
Every Night $1. 00
Keystone Cans
NO COVER
1

COACH
EDDY S
Fantber Sport Shoppe
Daily 9-8 Sun I 2-5
1414 SIXTH STREET IN OLDE TOWNE SQUARE
ONE BLOCK NORTH Of OLD MAIN

TODAY ONLYH!
9AM-8PM

ENTIRE STORE

:30% off
5HOE5
Men's - Women's - Kids

Running - X-Trainers - Aerobics - Baseball

30% off
New!!!

NIKE
Clothing

PRO-TEAM
Apparel
40% off

30% off

Baseball
Basketball
Football

HATS!!

EIU

PRO & COLLEGE

30%
off

T-Shirts & Sweats

30-50%

off
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Camptown Eastern

Visiting groups boost summer campus recrnitment, employment
By MATTHEW MARTIN
Staff writer

Pint-sized Michael Jordans clog the
Recreation Center basketball courts, a
marcl:ring band drums its way alongside
Booth Library and hundreds of cheerleaders practice their early-morning
drills on the Quad.
During the summer, Eastern's campus
more closely resembles a high school
activities program than a state university.

According to a Public Affairs Office
press release, Eastern will host more
than 16,000 camp and conference atten-

dees this summer. Most of the visitors
are high school students participating in
educational and sports camps.
Boys and Girls State were the largest
groups to attend Eastern this summer,
with a combined total of 1,600 participants.
Mary Smith, Eastern's camps and conferences coordinator, said junior high and
high school students make up about 75
to 85 percent of this year's summer
guests.
Smith said summer camps benefit
Eastern in numerous ways.
'They help with student recruitment,
they keep university employment up in

the summer and they help oover operat-

outsiders using university facilities.
There was also concern over the packs of
Smith said Eastern does not actively teenage boys that roamed the campus all
pursue organizations to host in the sum- hours of the day.
mer and that most camps and conferMike Ealy, Eastern police juvenile offiences come to campus by word of mouth. cer, said the groups, in general, are wellWbile Eastern does make some money behaved and police themselves quite
from the groups, Smith said she did not well
have the exact figures available.
Ealy also said having camps and conSmith said this year's camps are run- ferences on campus is better for security.
ning smoothly and are a positive addi- Since more buildings are occupied, vantion to Eastern's community. But not all dalism is reduced, one the main concerns
reaction to the guests has been favorable. in the summer.
During the basketball and Boys State
"There seems to be better managecamps last month, many Eastern stu- ment of the camps this year than in the
dents complained about the number of past," Ealy said.

ing costs," she said.

Student volunteers lend Centennial lapel
pin
design
chosen
hand at home, on road
By JENNIFER MINGS
Staff writer

The Student Volunteer Center offers a
unique opportunity to travel and actively
help people in various communities during
the summer and throughout the year.
In June, three members of the student
group traveled to Valmeyer to help with
the cleanup and repair of a family's trailer
that had been damaged during last year's
flood.
"As students, we learned quite a bit
about what people go through and cope
with," SVC intern Jason McGraw said of
the experience.
On Friday the student volunteers will
be traveling to East St. Louis to help
Habitat for Humanity with the "blitzbuild" of 15 new houses, McGraw said.
The volunteers also have a trip planned
for this Saturday to Terre Haute to help
prepare meals at the Light House Mission,
a homeless shelter.
On July 23, SVC members will travel to

Chicago and stay overnight to work 24
hours at The Port, an inner-city mission
for the homeless.
Along with doing volunteer work in various cities, the center also does day-to-day
volunteer work in Charleston in conjunction with several other volunteer organizations.
McGraw said the SVC offers a wide rage
of opportunities to help such as counseling, education, environment, youth, older
people and many others. "Even in
Charleston, there are many volunteer
opportunities," McGraw said.
Participating in the work trips planned
by the SVC or lending a hand in
Charleston is "a great learning experience," McGraw said.
He added that "people really appreciate
volunteers" and "the community really
benefits from the student labor."
Students may get more information or
sign up for trips by calling McGraw at the
SVC between 2 and 5 p.m. on Mondays
and Wednesdays at 348-0230.

A 10-pointed star
honorees. The honorees
surrounded by the
~ \JNIV£Rs1,.
will receive lapel
words "Centennial
~o" \\1~1~ r
pins at a dinner in
100 Eastern Ill~ 1 f~ ~ honor of the speinois University" ~ ~~~ ~ ep cial contribuwas selected as e3 - .....
tions they have
the winning de- ~ ~i"-' 4L_~ tl') made to Eastern
sign in E~tern's
~~it.\41~ ~ over the past 100
Centennial 100
o. IJ~]\~\\'-' ~ years.
lapel pin design
01' 1"'
~'?>
For Grivetti, the
competition.
INN'3l.
star also symbolizes
Assistant professor of
the thousands of Eastern
graphic design Al Grivetti graduates who "have gone on
was chosen the winner out of to becomes stars in their own
the 45 entries received. The right."
contest was open to Eastern
Givetti will receive $250
and a certificate of recognistudents, staff and alumni.
This official logo will be tion for his contribution to
transformed into a metal pin the year-long celebration.
for the 100 Eastern All Stars
- Staff report
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Correction
In the June 29 edition of The Daily Eastern News, the
number of poverty cases in Coles County was reported as
214 . The correct figure for Coles County is 3,246.
The Daily Eastern News regrets the error.

Hours:
M-F 10:30-8:00
Sat. 10:30-6·00
Sun. 12:00-5:00

Flashback Friday
.75 Drafts
$1.50 Frozen Drinks

Madison Streel

Petropics
18th
St

5tu's is the place to be!

SummerFest Theatre
presents

9on• & ly,,. • By

TOM JON£$

Mv••< By

HARVEY SCffMIDT

lluc4 oo '!\c FlllllPOl!lf·11ii J11 i!a aw.

8 p.m. July 7, 8, 9 & August 3
2 p.m. July 10, 24, 31
Tickets available 1 · 5 p.m. Monday through Friday and 1 hour before
each performance at the University Theatre Ticket Office.
Call (217) 581-3110 for ticket information and reservations.

[Vi;

iii[.

1500 Madison Ave.
Charleston

Lincoln Avenue

348-1018

'~SMotfi.er's..
eThis Summer e
Draft Night,

[v.e~

Night

(lcehouse, Lite)

li§g: Drafts
Bottles
Bar Drink.s
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Stoodent sic. and tierd of mispelled werds

~Daily Ea8tern Iell'8

The fact is, we have estabFrench novelist Gustave
lished rules and guidelines
Flaubert reportedly wrote,
"So a note to
for our written language and
MGod Is ln the details." If we
President forns
they should be followed,
take Flaubert at his word,
especially at an Institution of
Eastern is truly a godless
and all departhigher learning.
Institution.
ment heads: let
As students, we are
We've already read editoyour subordinates expected to produce high
rials about the showplece
know that you
quality work, yet those we
doc~ that can't keep time. A
look
up to, those who are
hu~ clckk In the middle of
care about the litsupposed to teach us, surcampus that hasn't run In
Matthew
tle things ... "
_l J round us with an atmosphere
years gives the Impression
Martin
of neglect and Indifference
of an Institution unconto detail.
cerned Vitith the little things;
1
How do we fix a problem as pervasive as this
an amateur operation. Eastern gives the same
one? First we must look at the cause. I'm sure the
Impression with Its handling of another "little
aforementioned professor would know, if the misthing": spell Ing.
take were pointed out to him, that Mdanger"
An epidemic of mlsspelilng an<jl careless proofdoesn't have a second "a". So If the cause of this
readlpg has struck the campus: ~;
trouble Isn't lack of knowledge, It must be lack of
• A Business department announcement. running continuously on Lumpkin Hall display screens, attention.
The author of the tuition Information just didn't
tells of a new class offered for the fall "semster".
pay attention; whoever typed the Lumpkin Hall
• A political science professor racks up an astonannouncement didn't care to check the work; and
ishing 7 misspelled words In three short class perithe newspaper doesn't have either the time or
ods Including Mdanager" for "danger": "jepardy"
Interest to make sure Its articles are error-free.
for Mjeopardy": " pronography" for Mpornography":
The emphasis on correct spelllng and attention
and Mtendancy" for Mtendency".
to detail must come from the top. Until those In
• A tuition and fee schedule distributed by the
power make It evident that they will not tolerate
vice president for student affairs' office reads. MA
token oversights, the rest of campus will continue
student .•. wlll pay the follow tuition and fees: and
to produce and accept marginal work fraught with
lists the cost of health and accident "lnsuranc".
tedious errors.
Even this newspaper Is not Immune. Every
So a note to President Jorns and all department
week, a perusal of Its columns reveals numerous
heads: let your subordinates know that you care
spelling and grammatical errors, each one a glarabout the little things that are the earmark of proing embarrassment.
fessionals. Make It clear that what they may conIt would be easy to dismiss these Instances with
sider acceptable errors, you consider unacceptable.
a simple shrug and think, "l know what they're tryAnd to fellow students: let's try to be more coning to say. I still get the point." And yes, you still
do get the point. The message Is conveyed despite scious of the details In our academic work. We'll
look the better for It.
the mistakes.
lfwe don't, our university may come to be
But simply getting an Idea across is not the
known as Eestern llllnoy.
goal: otherwise, It would be sufficient for us to
completely discard any structure and scribble
- Matthew Martin Is a staff writer and columnist
drawings and symbols until communication Is
for The Dally Eastern News.
achieved.

EDITORIALS ARE THE OPINION
OF THE EDITORIAL BOARD.
COLUMNS ARE THE OPINION
OF THE AUTHOR.
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Cities must join
together in their
Independence
Perhaps Mattoon and Charleston are taking
the concept of Independence Day a bit too literally.
Sure, July 4th is the nobel day when our
founding fathers won independence from
England for the original t 3 colonies. This is a
simple fact nearly 23 percent of Americ.an high
- - - - - - - - school graduates can
reiterate, and slightly

Edito:rial

- - - - - - - - fewer can read about.
But over the years, Mattoon and Charleston
have sponsored independence from one
another by hosting separate festivities to celebrate this Important day.
Do these towns, both boasting populations
less than 25,000 people, truly need independent Independence Day celebrations?
·Monday night's fireworks finale In Charleston could have been equaled in spectade by
Charleston Mayor Dan Cougill accidentally
lighting his Smokey Joe grill with a tad too
much lighter fluid.
Mattoon's display was equally low-budget,
however subtract Couglll's flaming grill and
insert Mattoon Mayor Wanda Ferguson hoisting bagels tied to bottle rockets Into the air.
Why can't these two towns pool resources
for one giant show?
The event can be held in each city alternately, or at the Coles County Airport should
weekend air traffic slow from its current rocket
pace.
The economic wall between the two towns
is slowly being torn down through Coles Tcr
gether, a business and tourism enhancement
project by the county.
So shouldn't towns that work together play
together as well?
One of the mayors needs to boldly step forward an set forth upon this county a new celebration, conceived for the people of the county.
Mayor Cougill, Mayor Ferguson swallow
your pride and agree to a joint celebration .
Please don't require another revolution to join
these the towns together.
Mattoon and Charleston are currently sharing crack cocaine traffic, so why not pool their
resources and share holiday celebrations as
well?

"folll' turn
Readers learn
'much more than
can be written'

It is at night that faith in light is

admirable.

'
Edmond Rostand

I

---

Dear editor:
On June 24, the Student
Volunteer Center sponsored a trip
to Valmeyer to help a woman salvage the trailer she used to live In.
Her name was Sherry Crook and
her trailer, where she, her husband and her two chlldr!llved,
was flooded by the Miss lppl
River last summer.
The SVC, In cooperatl n with
Tri-County Interfaith of Waterloo,
organized our _group of three
Eastern students to go to
Valmeyer and volunteer our tabor
to help Sherry dean the debris
from her trailer.
We left early that Friday morning and met with Sherry In the TriCounty office at 9:45 a.m. Sherry
led us through the town of
Valmeyer to her trailer. We saw
blocks of houses dark and empty
with "No Trespassing" signs In the
windows and orange MX's" spray
painted on the front to mark them
for demolition.
Sherry's trailer Is one of the last
remaining trailers In her court. She
told us her family evacuated
Valmeyer on August 1 of last year,
but they did not expect the water
to get high enough to reach Inside
the trailer. The water did, however, and reached up to four feet
from the celling.
All of the clothes, dishes and
appliances that were left In the
trailer were ruined and many
Items were washed onto the floor.
Only the crystal glasses and some
bowls were worth sav ing. The
refrigerator and washing machine
still contained some river water.
The floor was bowed and soft. Our
group put all of Sherry's things
outside In a pile so they could
alter be burned.

After the work was done, our
group took Sherry to lunch In
Waterloo. She now lives In
Cahokia in a small trailer (not as
nice as the one she used to have,
she said) and works as a practical
nurse In St. Louis.
Our group learned much more
than can be written from our trip
to Valmeyer. Seeing the rebuilding
of a washed out bridge and the
rows of empty houses marked for
destruction In a veritable ghost
town and the ffelds of corn that
were more than live-feet high
because of the super-enriched soil
makes It clear what last year's
flood did to Valmeyer and other
towns like it.
The day we traveled to
Valmeyer and spent a day with
Sherry will be remembered by us
for a long time.
The SVC (located at 909 East
Lincoln Ave.• 348-0230) Is planning more one-day volunteer trips
in July. The time and effort you
put into volunteering is rewarded
many times by the knowledge
and perspective you gain from the
experience. We highly recommend volunteer trips to anyone
who wants to make a change for
the better in the world.
Jason Mc.Graw
Anne Wledow
Jason Anderson

Educator explains
duties of modern
print journalism
Dear editor:
One of the responslbilltles of
print journalism is to be certain of
information even when writing an
editorial of opinion.
In this regard, I am very disappointed In the editorial that made
reference to Girls State. If the writer had been present at any local
government meetings. at the pre-

sentatlons that were made before
the primary election of state candidates, or at the forum before the
election of state officers, there
would have been no doubt that
learning was In action.
I conducted the candidates'
forum, using guidelines similar to
those of the League of Women
Voters, and can assure the writer
of the editorial that procedures
were not handled casually but
with thought-provoking questions
and fair participation of all candidates.
Please Investigate carefully
before jumping to conclusions.
Rose Muy Shepard
Regional Superintendent of
Schools

Reader commends
Carpenter on his
education 'insight'
Dear editor:
I would like to commend David
Carpenter, candidate for State
Representative, for his insight into
the problems facing llllnois teachers and state employees.
Professor Carpenter's testimony
before the pension subcommittee
In Centralia highlighted the difficulties facing the pension systems
and the escalation of those problems if they don't receive proper
funding. The subcommittee benefftted greatly from his expertise.
David Carpenter Is a strong
advocate of more funding for education and the pension systems
.and while he was in Springfield I
invited him on the floor of the
House of Representatives to
update him on the status of pension funding negotiations. I was
proud to have David Carpenter as
my guest recently so that he
could witness the lawmaking process close up.
Kurt Granberg
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For hot summer fun, put a little

in you life
Mitchell McGlaughlin
Campus editor
inding the perfect
form of entertainment
during the summer
can often be a tiring
and rigorous process.
Movies only last for a couple of
hours and books only a couple of
days.
For some, the perfect pasttime
is a collectable card game called
"Magic: The Gathering."
"Magic" is based around cards
reminiscent of baseball cards, but
feature all the tools that an aspiring wizard will need to defeat his
'Opponent.
The game is played by two or
more players who take the role
of wizards who are armed with
spells, enchantments and artifacts
In an attempt to drain the life
points out of their opponents.
The magics are divided into
five different groups: black, red,
white, blue, and green. Each of the
types of magic are powered by
mana, gained from land cards
which correspond to specifiic colors.
The player col lects cards by
buying starter decks, containing
sixty cards, and booster packs,
containing eight or fifteen cards.
Wizards of the Coast, the company
that produces "Magic," has created three expansion sets, "Magic:
Arabian Nights, Antiquities and
Legends."
The first two expansion sets,
"Arabian
Nights"
and
"Antiquities." boast t 00
and 78 new cards respectivly, to add to the existing
Magic card inventory.
"Legends," the third
expansion, added over 300
new cards to "Magic," and
could even be played on its

?-: Add• to
your mana pool.

source for hours of enjoyment.
The space needed to play a game is small and the lack of dice and great reference tomes which have accompanied other games, makes "Magic" a game that
can be played on the living room floor or In the park.
The continued drive to Improve your deck and find
that perfect card can lead to
paying upto ten dollars for
one card. Players often get
together at restaurants, gaming stores or electronically on
the internet to buy. sell or
trade cards to better their
positions.
The introduction of the
fourth expansion set, "The
Dark," based around macabre
and self-destructive magic,
will add further to the shuffling of decks and the continued dual role of players as
both wizards and traders: '
Wizards of the Coast plans
to keep introducing expansion sets to keep the
game ever changing and
to keep players on their

toes.

Target creature gains

+Xl+O until end of turn.

own.
"Magic" uses an idea
dubbed Deckmaster, which
is the general name for
Wizard of the Coasts' collectabvle card games.
The collectabillty and
rare nature of some of the
more powerful cards has
made .. Magic" a booming
business. A shipment of
1.8 million cards sold out
In three days at the TSR
sponsored Gencon, the
largest gaming convention of 1993.
Since its introduction, demand for the game has continually increased. Carta
Mundi, the company contracted to produce the cards and one of the largest card
printers in the world, is installing new machinery to keep up with the production
of 65 million card a month. Wizards expects to sell their one billionth
Deckmaster card in December.
The card format makes ··Magic" not only a good investment. but a portable

Another collectable
card game called "Jyhad,"
based on the White Wolf
game "Vampire: The
Masquerade, " is not compatible with "Magic," but
uses the same card based
system.
"Magic" is being marketed in Australia, Europe,
Asia and South and North
America.
The Interest in
3, ?>: Prevent the
the game has spawned
loss of up to 2 life.
the formation of a newsgroup dedicated entirely
to the game on the
Internet. In the newsgroup, players interact
with each other and
Wizards of the Coast representatives attempt to
answer the multitude of
questions that arise dally.
The newsgroup boasts
hundreds of new messages
a day on topics from rules
to trades and auctions of
uncommon and rare cards.
The game is not bel ng
marketed In Charleston,
the nearest vendor is
I : Any black spell cast
Fantasy
Realm
in
gives you I life. Can
Champaign. After adjustonly give l life each
ing to the overwhelming
time a black spell is cast.
demand for the game,
Fantasy Realm has managed to keep the starter
decks and original Magic
booster packs in stock, but
the expansion sets are another story.
Their one shipment of the fourth expansion set, "Legends," sold out in less
than two hours and was responsible for the best day the store has ever had.
Because of the rather addictive nature of the game, "Magic: The Gathering"
makes an ideal pasttime that will stay fresh and new all summer long, but may
lead to such things as missed classes and abandoned nap times.
-Cil.rds and logo courtesy of Wizards of the Coast.
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Fanfare
for the

common town

Spectators watch the .fireworks go off with a
bang around 9:30 Monday night at

Eastem's Campus Pond.

'

World War II veteran Jay Knott pulls the liberty bell's rope to
sound it for the bell ringing ceremony at Morton Park Monday
afternoon. The ceremony honored all World War II veterans.
Uncle Sam and Betsy Ross (Joe and Janet Hope) smUe
as the parade goes by on Fourth Street.

World War II veterans sit watchfully on theirfloat while riding down Sixth Street in Charleston's Fourth
ofJuly parade.

Eunice Pearcy, World War II
veteran, holds the flag with
pride as the National Anthem
was sang before the beU ringing ceremony at Morton Park.
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U.S. Error
Pilots of crashed jet interviewed to find cause of deadly accident
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) crashed.
Investigators today began
One survivor, Stanley
Illinois
woman
survives
crash
interviewing the two pilots
Williams, an Army air traffic
on USAir Flight 1016, saying they provide the best
chance for determining why
the jet crashed in a rainstorm, killing 37 passengers.
John Hammerschmidt,
one of five members of the
National Transportation
Safety Board, said the interviews were being conducted
at an undisclosed location.
"We have excellent information in this investigation," Hammerschmidt said.
"Of prime importance is the
fact that we have a flight
crew that survived."
Hammerschmidt said the
interviews, which typically
last several hours, would
focus in part on the weather
and wind conditions before
the crash as the plane was
trying to land Saturday
night at Charlotte-Douglas
International Airport.

BLOOMINGTON, ill. (APlWhile mourning the tragedy
of the USAir jet crash at
Charlotte, N.C., family and
friends of Lori Leininger
Williams are thankful that
she and her husband survived.
The Williamses were
among 52 passengers on
Flight 1016 from Columbia,
S.C., to Charlotte, N C., on
Saturday night when the
plane hit a dangerous wind
shear during a violent thunderstorm. The pilot was trying to circle CharlotteDouglas International Air·
port after aborting one
attempted landing when the

Twenty of the 57 people
on board survived, including
all the crew members.
Capt. Michael Greenlee
and First Officer Ja mes

sudden shift in wind speed
and direction apparently
caused the plane to slam to
the ground
Thirty-seven of 52 p sengers died All five ere~ members survIVed.
Williams 23 and her husband, Stanley Williams, 29, of
Dallas, were listed m good
condition at Carolinas Medical Center in Charlotte on
Monday afternoon.
Williams and her husband
are in the Army and are stationed in Hanau Germany.
They had been visiting her
family m St>uth Carolina and
were flymg through Charlotte
to visit his family in Dallas.

controller, said Monday that
the pilot, blinded by the
driving rain, fought the wind
for control.
"He did the best he could
do, he just didn't make it,"
Williams said.
"If he hadn't, there would
not have been any survivors."
Hammerschmidt said a
commuter plane that landed
just before the crash reported smooth wind conditions.
But rain was so heavy
that the air traffic controller
never even saw the US Air
jet until it went down, he
said.
Less than two minutes
before the crash, the control
tower warned pilots of dangerous wind shear, a sudden
shift in wind speed and
direction due to a rapid
downward rush of cooled air.

Hayes were released from a
hospital Monday.
Fifteen people remained
hospitalized. Hayes was at
the controls when the plane

Way Back WEDNESDAY
PLATE LUNCH SPECJAL:
Shrimp $4.50
LUNCH:
Tenderloin
$3.50

DINNER:
Ribeye
Sand $3.95

THURSDAY

Ladies night, top 40 videos
PLATE LUNCH SPECIAL:
Fried Chicken $4.50
LUNCH:
DINNER:
Stix club
Cajun
Sandwich
chicken
$3.95
Sand $4.20

FRIDAY
Karaoke!

PLATE LUNCH SPECIAL:
Lasagna $4.50
LUNCH:
DINNER:
Chicken patty
Ribeye dinner
$3.50
$5.50

Father of Daluner victbn sues state for negligence
MADISON, Wis. (AP) - The father of assigned after his 1989 parole on a
one of serial killer Jeffrey Dahmer's vic- charge of sexual assault of a minor.
Weinberger contends the Department
tims sued the state of Wisconsin on
Tuesday, claiming officials were negli- of Corrections bungled the case and
gent in monitoring Dahmer after he broke its own rules by allowing Chester
was paroled for sexual assault.
to skip monthly visits to Dahmer's
Aaron Weinberger of Chicago in a apartment on Milwaukee's north side.
lawsuit filed in Dane County Circuit
The lawsuit said the racial makeup of
Court said the state's negligence result~ Dahmer's mostly black neighborhood
ed in the July 1991 death of his 23-year- prompted Chester to avoid going there.
old son, Jeremia Weinberger.
The Associated Press was unable to
The lawsuit also names parole officer contact Chester for comment.
A Corrections Department spokesDonna Chester, to whom Dahmer was

(
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AMERICAN~ 1 ~ ~
SINGLES

81e

12-0Z. PKG.

3-LITER BOTILES

GATORADE
THIRST
"')~ ~
QUENCHER II II ~

HEFTY

32-0Z. BOTILE

TOMBSTONE

PIZZA

~c~s~

1

ECKRICH
BOLOGNA

~~:~sS1 ll
50-CT. PKG...

SELECTED VARIETIES

$1 77
-

A&W
ROOT
BEER

for Students
Mixed Drinks - $1 50
SPECIAL:
lcehouse $1

SUPER FOODS __ ,,

-Open 24 Hours
•Money Orders-39~
•Food Stamps
Accepted
•Postage Stamps
•Lotto
•Coupons Accepted
• Xerox Service

1460 E. STREET - CHARLESTON

•All Stores

Prices Effective MondaYi July 1 thru ThursJ. July 14, 1994

Now Accept
ATM Debit Cards

KRAFT

EAGLE
MAC 'N ·219 ~ ~ THINS e
CHEESE
I( ~ POTATO~
CHIPS

4~

71/4 OZ. BOXES

14.6-0Z. BAG

MARDI GRAS

SELECTED VARIETIES

PAPER 2lg"J;~ JACK'S
TOWELS
Ii ~ PIZZA
SINGLE ROLLS

17-0Z. PKGS.

11

REG., THICK, OR LITE

ECKRICH e
BOLOGNA~

-

2-LITER BOTILE

POUND

PELI ITEM • MUSTARD OR AMER.

DELI ITEM- DELI FRESH

POTATO 97~
SALAD
"

10% discount

(WESTSIDE SUPER SAVER

S~ECTED FLAVORS

~~~A

1/2 lb. Burgers
Steaks &Seafood
Live Main Lobster

200 WESTERN AVE. - MATTOON

II

INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED

man said the agency was trying to
locate Chester or a supervisor for reaction Tuesday afternoon.
Dahmer was arrested on July 22,
1991, after police found 11 mutilated
bodies in his apartment.
Assistant Attorney General Michael
Losse, who is expected to represent the
state, said Weinberger first filed the
lawsuit in U.S. District Court in Illinois'
Northern District.
Losse said the lawsuit was dismissed
without prejudice.

COLE
SLAW

~

97rt

WE WILL NOT BE
~
UNDER SOLD
ON SODA
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Illinois towns
crackdown
on smoking
By1llEASSOa.ul!DPRESS

Negative publicity about
tobacco has made underage smoking a burning
issue in communities
across Illinois, and many
are enacting laws designed to stop teen-agers
from lighting up.
There is no statewide
law against minors possessing cigarettes and
other tobacco products.
And though selling such
products to minors has
been banned in Illinois
for more than 100 years,
the law is virtually unenforceable, said Sgt. Bruce
Talbot of Woodridge.
That has left individual communities to devise
their own anti-tobacco
statutes, and Woodridge,
a suburb west of Chicago,
is believed to have been
the first in the nation to
suspend the license of
merchants who sell tobacco products to minors,
Talbot said Tuesday.
The law, enacted in
1989, was the prototype
for similar measures subsequently passed in more
than a dozen other DuPage County towns, Talbot said.
Communities across
the nation and in
Canada also have
expressed interest in
Woodridge's law, said
Talbot, who has spoken
about the measure at
schools and police training sessions nationwide.
"The message I bring
is if you enact this law
and enforce it, you will
get results," he said.
"You'll be able to
reduce merchants selling
an addictive and dangerous drug to children, and
you'll reduce children's
use of that drug."
To enforce the law,
Woodridge Police have
teen "officers" attempt to
buy cigarettes in random
checks of merchants.

Judge awards tortured V~·
Haitians $41 million I ~
MIAMI (AP) - A federal
judge awarded $41 million to six
Haitians who claimed they were
tortured by the military regime
of former dictator Prosper Avril.
Attorneys for the tortured
Haitians said the hard work
willf.Avril~trachkinhasgdownedthebasksetots
o . . ,w o
mov
ac
Haiti and may have transferred
assets.
"thWSe'rehvery pleased,; sathid
Be
tep ens, attorney 1or e
Center for Constitutional
Rights in New York, which represented the Haitians. "It's
extremely important to have the
first judgment holding a
Haitian military leader responsible for gross human rights
abuses."
A federal magistrate awarded a default judgment to the six
Haitians in March. The award,
made late Friday by U.S.
District Judge Wilkie Ferguson
Jr. of Miami, was announced
today by the New York-based
center.
The lawsuit was filed in
February 1991 while AYril lived
briefly in Miami after he was
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deposed. Avril, who is considtVJ:t '
ered very wealthy, was one of a
9:30-12:30
succession of Haitian military
Summer Hrs: Wed, Thurs, Fri, & Sat 8pm-lam
rulers in the late 1980s. He
50' Leinenkugels Niahtly
returned to Haiti following the
----------------------------------- --------~-----------------1991 military coup that ousted
Wed. $1.50
! Thurs. $1.00
freely elected President Jean- ·
Z Rolling Rock !
Pints Warsteiner
·
220
Bertr"Mand ArisH
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e
Frl. $1.00
!
Sat. $1.00
Uruted States is responsible for
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&
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the current crisis," said Dr.
OZ.
e ager
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ening to see a U.S. court of law i,....
i,....
i...~
i,....
lli"I'
is punishing a Haitian torturer." - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -...
The six Haitians said they
were arrested, severely beaten
and tortured by soldiers acting
under Avril's command. Some
were detained for long periods
without medical care and all
suffered permanent injuries, the
Secretaf}' of State Candidate PATRICK QUINN
lawsuit said.
on his East Central Illinois tour Saturday, July 9, 1994
The timing of the ruling was
important because of current • BREAKFAST with PAT QUINN at the DELUXE RESTAURANT
in DANVILLE 9-11 a.m., $7.50 each
suggestions that exile be grant•
PICNIC
with PAT QUINN at the Petris Twin Lakes park main pavilion
ed to the present military rulers
11 a.m. umil I p.m., Lunch provided. $10.00 each under 12 free
of Haiti, Stephens said.
"The court's decision sends a • OPEN HOUSE for PAT QUINN at the home of MARGE and CARY
strong message that t'Qere will
KNOOP. 1710 Universicy Drive, Charleston. donatioru; at the door.
For funher information contact Carolvn Brown Hodge:. t217) 465-3685
be no refuge for human rights
A COf?' of""' rrpon filed ><llh the State Board ofElectwn u or ><ill be· •nu1lt1ble for p"rchau
abusers," Stephens said.
from the Stau Board of ElecttOOJ, Spnngfirld, IL

'Lion King' still No. 1 ;
~

~ i~

;ft
I
HONG KONG HOUSE ~

LOS ANGELES (AP) "The Lion King" again finished No. 1 at the weekend
box office with $34.2 million,
easily beating out five new
films.
The animated Disney
musical has made $104.6
million in its first three

"The Shadow" made $11.7
million; "Blown Away," $10.4 ~
million; and "I Love~
Trouble," also a Disney ~
release, $7.8 million. Figures ~
are fr!>m ticket sales Friday ~
through Monday.
When it opened nationally~
a weekend ago, "The Lion ~

Debuting over the Fourth
of July weekend were "The
Shadow," "Blown Away," "I
Love Trouble," "Baby's Day
Out" and "Little Big
League." The two family
films, _comp_eting against
"The Lion King," fared the
worst. "Baby's Day Out," an
infant version of "Home
Alone," grossed a mere $4
million in ticket sales.
Equally anemic was the
debut of "Little Big League,"
about a boy who inherits the
Minnesota Twins baseb~ll
team. It managed $3.1 m1llion.

staggering $40.9 million.
h...... .................... $42.5
The film eclipsed the $100 I§] Die .chlt;kensout~edwlthcrlspycas ewnuts
million milestone in 19 days, ~ Chicken Wlth Vegetables ...................... $42.5
even though it played in only ~ Slice~ chicken sout~ wtth fresh uege~ables
two theaters its first nine~ Chicken with Broccoli ......................... $42.5
days of release.
~ S11rfnedchl~kenw1thbrocco/f .bombooshoots
~oviegoers in othe~ coun- - Beef with Broccoli .............................. $42.5
tries are also flocking to~ Beefwithbroccollst1rined1nbrownsauce
"The Lion King." For the~ Pepper Steak. .................................... $42.5
first time in company histo- ~ Beeftenderto1nsouteedw1thfreshgreenpeppersandontons
ry, Disney opened the film ~ Mongolian Beef (spicy} ........................ $42.5
simultaneously overseas. In~ Sllcedbeefw1thgreenonlonlnsptcy$0uce
Colombia and South Africa ~ Kon~ Pao Chicken (spicy) .................... $42.5
(where the film has been ~ Hot! Ch c en. diced bam~shoots r~ rich bro~n sauce with red pepper and peanuts
dubbed into Zulu), "The Lion ~
Served W1th Fned Rice and Egg roll
has ~r~~en re~ords set~ 348-5941 All Day Delivery! 345-3448
by Aladdm and Beauty~
1505 18th Str t Ch I t
and the Beast."
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Sweet Sour Chicken ........................... 42.5
Chunk of chicken battered deep fried in sweet sourl(luce

I~ C~hew Chicken ......
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Official Notices are paid for by
the Office of University PubllcaUons.
Questions concem1ng Notices should

be directed to the originator.
CONSTITUTION
EXAMINATION
The
Constitution
Examination will be given
at 1 pm on Thursday, July
14 and 1 pm on Friday, July
29. The July 29 exam ls the
final exam date for the
summer session. This
examination applies only to
students seeking to graduate under a catalog Q!i.Qr to
1992-1993. Register in
person from 1O am to 1 pm,
Monday through Thursday,
at the booth in the Union
Bookstore lounge. Bring a
photo ID (driver's license
preferred) and the $2 fee.
Registration begins June
27. Seating Is limited.
Register early to assure a
seat.

You may retake this
exam as many times as
necessary to pass, but on
scheduled dates only.
David Dodd, Director of
Testing Services
HEALTH STUDIES
COMPETENCY EXAM
The Health Studies
Competency Examination
will be given at 1 pm on
Thursday, July 14 and 1 pm
on Friday, July 29. The
July 29 exam is the final
exam date for the summer
session. This examination
applies only to students
seeking to graduate under
a catalog Q!i.Qr to 1992-93.
Register in person from 1O
am to 1 pm, Monday

through Thursday, at the
booth in the Union
Bookstore Lounge. Bring a
photo ID (driver's license
preferred) and the $2 fee.
Registration begins June
27. Seating Is limited.
Register early to assure a
seat.
You may take this exam
only once.
David Dodd, Director of
Testing Services
DROP
DEADLINE
The deadline for dropping a 5-week class Is
MONDAY, JULY 11. A
grade of "W" will be recorded for the class. Use a
touch-tone telephone to

drop a class.
Michael D. Taylor
Director of Registration
1994 SUMMER
COMMENCEMENT
The
Summer
Commencement ceremony
will be held on Sunday,
August 7 at 2 p.m. In Lantz
Gymnasium.
Extra Commencement
Guide copies for parents
are available in th wall rack
by the Sugar Shack or the
Commencement Office at
Linder House.
Deadline for ordering
regalia is Friday, July 8.
A deadline of July 22 has
been established for graduation candidates to contact

the Commencement Office
indicating their intent to
participate in the ceremony.
If students are contemplating participation in Summer
Commencement,
they
should see the dean of the
college to request permission
to
"March
by
Exceptionality• prior to the
July 22 deadline. Students
who
"March
by
Exceptionality• will not
have their name printed in
the commencement program.
A 24-hour recorded
Instructional message is
available to graduates by
calling 581-6892.

of Alumni Relations
FALL
REGISTRATION
A student who has not
already registered for Fall
~hould do so immediately.
Complete instructions are
in the Fall Class Schedule
Bulletin, which may tfe
picked
up
in
.ttm
Registration
Office.
REMINDER: Each student
must pay the $100 advance
deposit at the cashier (Old
Main) AND each undergraduate student must be
advised before registering
by touch-tone telephone.
Michael D. Taylor
Director of Registration

Char Anderson
Assistant Director
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Fruits

6/$100
$3.4-9
Exp. 7/10/94

Exp. 7/10/94

Exp. 7/10/94
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(217) 345-7535
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$9.50 Hair Cuts! Ask tor Keri or
Tonia at Valerie's Hair Affair
345-5712
(Across
from
Walgreens)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _716

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING-Earn
up to $2,000+/mo. on Cruise
Ships or Land·Tour companies.
World travel. Summer & Full·
Time employment available. No
exp. necessary. For info. call 1206·634-0468 ext. C5738.
- - - - - -- - _7/13
Ttred of working for $5.00/hr.
This business opportunity can
generate $500/wk while worldng
8hrslwk. Involves network marketing. Call 348--0694 after 5pm.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _7/13
Accept. apps. in the following
depts: dietary, laundry, activities,
hskplng, and hab. (CNA). HS or
GED req'd. FT & PT positions
avail. All depfs start at $5.00 to
$5.30. Apply at 738 18th St.,
Chas,
_ _ IL
_EOE
_ _ __ _ _813
Wanted'. Press help - Sun &
Tues. nites 10 pm to 2 am apply
Eastern News Business Office
BB
127.
_ _Room
_ _
__ _ _ _ .813
PART-TIME FARM HELP WANTED. WORK AROUND CLASS
SCHEDULE. CALL 946-4210
OR NIGHTS 349-8788.
_ _ _ _ __ _ __7/13

~ATURE, QUIET FEMALE to
sf are newly redecorated 5 BR
a1 artment. Low Utilities. Own
bedroom, 2 baths. Parking.
Phone Kate 348-8790. Availabla
for
_FalVSpring.
__ _ _ _ __ _ .813

Sublessor needed for Fall '94.
1031 112 7th St. $167.00/month.
Please call Rebecca at 3453387
_ __ _ _ __ _ _ 7125
Female Sublessor needed for
'94-'95 school year. $177 a
month plus utilities. For more
info call Sandi or Jen at 3452173.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _7/11
Mate Sublessor Needed for Fall
'94 thru Summer '95. Own room,
furnished.
dishwasher,
microwave, and water included.
Great Apartment 1/2 price for
Summer
Dave
_ _ _ Call
_ _
__at 348-7888
_ _ 813

Summer
Only
leases
$250/month
_ _ _ _348-n46
__ _ _ _813
Girl to share nice house with 3-4
girls. 1/2 block from EIU. Fall
'94-95. 348-8406.

- - - -- --,-- - - 813

1 Bedroom Includes stove,
fridge, water & trash paid. 10 to
12 mo lease $150.00 Deposit
250.00 mo. also. Studio apt.
st0\19, fridge included. Share utilities $150.00 deposit $200.00
rent 1o to 12 mo. lease. 2353550
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.813
On the square 7 bedroom, 2
bath, 3 study rooms w/d, heat,
water, trash, parking included.
345-6222.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7/25
947 4th street available August 1
bedroom unfurnished apt, water
and trash paid 1 year lease $320
per month; available August 2
bedroom unfurnished apt, water
and trash paid 1 year lease
$200.00 per month each for two.
Call348-n46

_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 813

TM Daily Eastun News cannot be responsible for more than one
day's incorrect insert.ion. Report emirs immediately at 581-2812. A
corrected ad will appear in the next edition.
All clnssified advertising MUST meet the 2 p.m. deadline to
appear in the next day's publication. Any ads processed AF1'ER 2
p.m. will be published in the following day's newttpaper. Ads cannot
be canocled AFTER the 2 p.m. deadline.
Clas~ified ads must be paid in advance. Only accounts with
established credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Ea.~t.em News is subject
to approval and may be revised , rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily &sum News assumes no liability if for any reason it
becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.
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SHOE

NEWLY REMODELED TRAILERS available for '94-'95 school
year. No pets. Two minutes w/auto
from university. $235- $350/mo
345-4508.
---~-----7/20
2 bddrm apt-, AIC· 4 tenants 10 or
12 mo lease- $165.00 per mo. 9th
& Garfield. 1 house - 3 bedroom A/C - remodellng 10 or 12 mo
lease, 3 tenants, South 11 th St.
$225.00 per person per mo.
Ronnie Lanman 348-0157 or 3455148
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _716
Large 4 bedroom apt 5 or 6 people. Dishwasher, Garbage dispos·
al fully furn ished. School year
lease.
_ _Call
__345-2363
_ __ _ _ 813

For Rent: Nice Lg. Basement Apt.
2 people furnished utilities paid
deposit ptus 10 mo Lease no Pets
345-4602
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7127
314 Bedroom apt furnished, 1
block from campus. Water,
gart>age paid. 345-6967
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 7/13
1 Bedroom apt, furnished, 1 block
from campus. Utilities very rea·
sonable. 345-6967
7/13

ACROSS
1 - - and
hounds
(outdoor game)
5 Section of the
brain
9 Palindromic
namem pop
music
13 Mideast carrier
14 Flower part
1sAegrets
1•MANTLE
19Bars
20 Kind of bed
21 Hubbub
22 Olympus queen
23AUTH
30 Indian princess
31 Offended

Nice, close to campus 1 bedroom lurni.,i1ed bungalow for 2
people. 1 year tease $195/person. No pets. 345·3148

813
3 Students Needed for Nice
Uptown Apt. Call Jim at 3451556 or 348-0819 leave message.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _7120

Foe l!LB
1987 Suzuki Samurai Soft top,
57,000 miles, pioneer stereo
new tires. $4000. 348-7776
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _716
For Sale: 1991 Ford Escort Gt.
Loaded, 12,000 miles, $6,700.
Phone 345-4202.
- - - - - -- 7/ 13
88 VW, Scirocco, 16V Red, 5
spd. A/C, AM/FM Cass. 1 owner,
ex. condition, $4,000 346-2 587
ZoomI
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7/13
1991 Yellow Geo Storm GSI,
70,000 miles, alloy wheels.
$8,500. Call Michelle 345·2983
or 345-1444.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _7/13

32 Street sign abbr se Jerks' works
57 Westernmost
33 "Ars Amatoria"
Aleutian
author
34 Manages, as for !Ml Ritzy
oneself
59 Word repeated
before "1 , 2, 3~
35 Signaled
tlO Nikita's no
36 Command to
Rover
37 Absorbed by
DOWN
38 Prefix with
1
Fab
Four flick
dollars
2
Controversial
39AARON
orchard spray
43 With eyes and
3
Zany Martha
ears open
4
Dignified
44 Antipollutlon grp.
5 Hightalled 1t
45 St. Franc1s's
• - -out
home
(withdraws)
48 Confirming
7Cryfrom
53JACKSON
Scrooge
55 British PM. - • Euclid's grand
Douglas-Home
work
t Ark's terminus
10 Pat baby on the
back
11 One of Alcott's
little women
t2 Sickly, as a
complexion
14 · - a gun!"
17 Colar anew
18 Prefix with
dollars
22 hearing
23 One of a road
crew
24 Architect
Jones
25 Pioneer of the
twist

by Jeff MacNelly

Mixed Media

targe dorm-sized refrigerator.
$45 call Todd 581-8051
- - - -716
1989 Toyota Celica. Sunroof,
Am/ Fm
Cassette;
Good
Condition. 5500 or obo Call
(618)
_ _846-4411
_ _ _. _ _ __ 7120

Lon .UiD Fotma
Lost: PRESCRIPTION sunglasses in Women's' Restroom In
Buzzard. If tound please return to
BB 224. It is Imperative I have
these.

_ _ __ _ _ _ __ 716

Lost; White male cat, brown lad
and brown spot on back.
Nantucket area. REWARD 348·
3881
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _716

Found: Silver Wire Frame eye
glass. Found 1n the parking tot
behind Text Book Rental.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/11
LOST BROKEN GLASSES IN
BROWN, LENS GRAFTERS
CASE. FINDER PLEASE CALL
345-4327
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/11

IAMn' .l.''D Potn

Small Black & Grey bag. Lost 1n
Thomas Hall South. Saturday
251h ol June. Call (815)496-2815.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7111

NEW -TCBY Cappuccino Chillers.
Cool down between classes with
on of our three neN favors.
_ _ _ __ _ __7167111
To Celebrate John's new 1ob at
Eastern, an Eastern employees &
spouses may purchase 10 tans for
$25.00 lhru July 15 Jamaican Tan
41O7lh St 348-0018
_ _ ___ __ _ _ 7/13
1 month Unlimited Tans $45.00
Jamaican Tans 410 7th St. 3480018
- -7113
SORORITY RUSH. Aug 21 - Aug
31 Applications now avallable in
the Student ActivitleS Office, 316
UnM!rsity Union. Questions... Gal
581-3829
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ .......;813
FRATERNITY RUSH: Interest
forms now available in the Student
Activities Office, 316 University
Union.
Ouestions
...Call
___
___
_581-3829
_ _813

55

Puzzle by Frtd Plecop

a Reach in total
27 - - couture
28 Tinker-Chance
link
21 Second draft,
informally
30 L.B.J.
son-in-law
34 Most
passionate
35 - - section
38 Easy catch
40Jerk

41 Greasy-spoon
rare
42 Southwestern
formations
45P D Q .
4e One-man band
47 Courts
48 No ifs, - - or
buts

49 Command to
Tabby
50 -

- -bitty

51 N B.A.'s
Thurmond
52 Flood
54 Ebbets Field's
Preacher

by Jack Ohman

Planes, trains
and pigskins
IN

Team to honor late
owner and actor

BRIEF -

TORONTO (AP) - John Candy will be
remembered this season by the Toronto
Argonauts, the CFL team he owned along
with Wayne Gretzky and Bruce McNall.
The team announced Tuesday its players
will wear embroidered gold crests in the
shape of a Hollywood star with Candy's initials on their uniforms this season.
The comedic actor, who became a part
owner of the team in February 1991, died
March 4 of a heart attack while filming a
movie in Mexico. The Canada native was 43.
His mother, Van Candy, will perform the
ceremonial coin toss of the season-opener and
receive a special presentation from the team
at halftime.
The Argos have also created the John
Candy Memorial Trophy to be presented
annually to the team's top player.

Russian police will
insure Goodwill
ST. PETERSBURG, Russia (AP) - Police
intend to beef up patrols on passenger I.rains
traveling between Moscow and St.
Petersburg during the Goodwill Games to
combat a wave of robberies, officials said
Tuesday.
The overnight trains have become easy
targets for criminals, \\ho lull passengers lo
sleep using drugs or ga~ to steal their valuables, or simply rob them.
Earlier this year, St. Peter:sburg police set
up special squads to accompany the trains.
But they must disembark halfway through
the 435-mile trip when they come to the end
of their area of authoiity.
Police of the Kalinin and Moscow regions
have been unable to raise funds to take over
the escort duty, and U1e trains are left at the
mercy ofrobbers in tJ1e middle of the night.
"\Ve have reached ru1 agreement with our
colleagues in Kalinin and Moscow regions to
provide guards for the trains through the
entire distance from July 11 to Aug. 8," said
Vtktor Korsakov, head of the St. Petersburg
railroad police.
The Goodwill Games, to be held at St.
Petersburg from July 23-Aug. 7, will be the
first major intemational sports competition
in Russia since the Soviet collapse in 1991.

Former champ
'Buster' Douglas
slips into coma
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Former
heavyweight champion James "Buster"
Douglas was hospitalized and in a diabetic coma, WBNS-TV reported today.
WBNS, quoting a relative it. did not
identify, said Douglas was in poor condition at Grant Medical Center.
Other relatives told the station
Douglas was taken to the hospital
Monday and had slipped in and out of a
coma since then. They said his condition
was improving today.
The hospital has not issued a statement, and has refused comment on the
reports.
Douglas' father, Bill, could not immediately be reached to comment.
A message seeking comment from the
boxer's business manager, Lawrence
Nallie, was not immediately returned.
Diabetes is the name of two diseases
that have the same symptom, excessive
urination.
Diabetes mellitus, in which the body
cannot use sugar normally, is the more
common of the two.
In diabetes insipidus, the pituitary
gland or the hypothalamus, a part of the
brain, does not function normally.
In some cases, if diabetes goes untreated, the victim may go into a diabetic
coma, which can lead to death.
It was not known whether Douglas previously had been diagnosed as a diabetic
or which form of the disease he might
have.
Douglas, 34, was the champion for only
eight months.
He was a 42-1 underdog when he won
the title in February 1990 with a lOthround knockout of then-undefeated Mike
Tyson in Tokyo.
Eight months later, Douglas lost his
first title defense, in three rounds to
Evander Holyfield.

Former all-star
named Boston GM
BOSTON (AP) - Fonner all-star defenseman Mike O'Connell, a minor league coach
for the Boston Bruins, is now the parent
team's assistant general manager.
He was a defenseman for the Bruins from
1980-86, and played in the 1984 NHL AllStar game. For the past two seasons,
O'Connell has coached the Bruins' minor
league affiliate in Providence.
Club president Harry Sinden said
Tuesday that O'Connell, a 16-year NHL veteran of three organizations, would be assistant general manager for one to two years, If
all goes· well, O'Connell would then become
general manager. Sinden said he would
remain the club's president, but let
O'Connell deal with the players.

Go east young
men, go far east
TOYKO <AP> - The Chunichi Dragons got a
two-run homer from Dion James in a threerun sixth inning and beat the Yakult Swallows
7-6 Tuesday in the Japanese Central League.
James, formerly with the New York
Yankees, has five homers this season.
In another game, Glenn Braggs hit bis 17th
homer in a losing cause for Yokohruna. which
dropped a 9-5 decision to Hiroshima.

~11) :11,II;\Yi
Daily Special

509 Van Buren

Summer
Hours:

Frlt~s

Any 6" Sub,
Small Drink and Chips

r-------------------,
l $2.00 OFF l
Lb~~s?_PJ~~9:_J
•••••••••••••••••••••••
:

(MEDIUM (14"))

:

Now at Monical's, get a Med. (14.)
Thin Crust Sausage & Cheese Pizza...
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!

SAUSAGE & CHEESE i
: PIZZA•••TO GO! :
I
I

$

I
:
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Juffi

5.95-T~

$7.95 with a Large (16") Pizza
Good 7 DayllWHk with
Clrry-Omm.Uvery thru 8121194.
Add~ional toppings@

regular charge.

$3.29
• We Honor Any
Competitor's Coupon
• Double Stamps On
Sub Club Cards
Every Mon. & Tues.

TUESDAY

l 2oz Import Bottles

Leinenkugels

pitchers

$3.50

WEDNESDAY
Leinie, Low
MGD pints.

$2

Dark$1 • 00

I
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Chaliesmn

909 1ath Street· 348-1s1s

Present this coupon when picking up order.

•••••••••••••••••••••••
Spaghetti
Special
$1.99 Every Wed.

(reg. size order & garlic bread)

•Large Dining Area
•Poor Boy Sandwiches
•Salads, Beer & Wine

Large Thin Single Item
& Qt. of Coke for the
Low Price of

$7.95plus tax
Open Daily
4pm - lam
2am on Weekends
1600 Lincoln, Charleston

Mon - Sat
7p.m. - la.m.

THURSDAY
sam A~s drafo pint $2.50

1.5
FRIDAY

Pilsners

Free Peanuts!

SATURDAY
Leinie, Low
Dark

i
I

~

345-3400

-

MONDAY

636 W. Lincoln
348-SUBS

(217) 345-2380

CORNER OF 4th
LINCOLN AVE.
345-2844

$1.00

During the Summer Months

ADVERTISE
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Fading fast
Cubs , Cards stumble
Astros 3, Cardinals 1
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Pete Harnisch and two relievers
combined on a four-hitter and Steve Finley had a
home run and two RBis as the Houston Astros beat .-.-..p-._,.l!,
the St. Louis Cardinals 3-1 Tuesday night.
Craig Biggio led off the game with his fifth home
run for the Astros, who have won four in a row and six
of seven. The Cardinals lost their fourth straight game
to fall to .500 and eight games back of the NL Centralleadi.Ii.g Cincinnati Reds, their largest deficit of the
season.
Harnisch (4-4) allowed only a fluke run in the second inning to win on the road for the first time this
season. Harnisch, who entered the game 0-2 away
from the Astrodome with 14 earned runs allowed in 11
innings, gave up a run on four bits with three strikeouts and a walk in six innings.
Todd Jones pitched two hitless innings and John
Hudek pitched the ninth for his 13th save as three
Astros pitchers combined on a four-bitter, retiring the
last 12 Cardinals hitters.
Cardinals starter Vicente Palacios {1-7) is 0-5 in bis ""-"--'---"--------'---'--'---'--=----'--'-'----'=-=""--"-=-='-~~---___;;;.._--.........,,.,_...........-"-'-===~-=-------.....J
LA SIUNDA CLARK/Photo editor
last seven starts despite pit.clring effectively in five of
them.
Rockies9, Cub s 6
With temperatures reaching 93 degrees, Charleston resident Tyler Sranz, 17, kicks the soccer ball towards
CHICAGO (AP) - Pinch-hitter Howard Johnson his goal Tuesday afternoon at the soccer /U!ld next to Lantz Gym.
tied the game with a three-run, pinch-hit home run
and Andres Galarraga bit his 23rd homer to cap a sixrun seventh Tuesday night as Colorado rocked the
Chicago Cubs 9-6.
PEORIA, Ariz. (AP) - In his first game since signed with the San Francisco Giants June 19.
The Cubs led 5-2 when Joe Girardi singled and
His first game since the end of spring training
Vinny Castilla walked off Chuck Crim (3-3) before admitting to a substance abuse problem three
showed
he can still hit like the Strawberry of
months
ago,
Darryl
Strawberry
seemed
to
enjoy
Johnson bit bis lOth homer and fourth as a pinch-bitold.
the cheers more than anything else.
ter this season.
"To have the fans support someone like myself
"It's there," Strawberry said of the swing that
Eric Young's subsequent single produced thunderous boos for Crim and Cubs manager Tom Trebelhorn, who has been through a. lot, it's nice to know has produced 290 home runs and 869 RBi s in an
that there are people who care," Strawberry said 11-year car~er with the New York Mets and
who called in Dan Plesac from the bullpen.
Young stole second as Mike Kingery struck out and after going 2-for-4 with a home run for the Dodgers. "It's there, but I would like to continue
Dante Bichette punched a double into the right field Triple-A Phoenix Firebirds in Monday night's 9-7 to work on it." Str awberry is scheduled to stay
loss to Vancouver.
with the Firebirds through the major league Allcom er for his 77th RBI to make it 6-5.
Star game July 12. The Giants will then decide
Strawberry,
an
eight-time
All-Star
trying
to
Galarraga then launched a towering two-run shot
to left that landed against a house across the street come back a second time from substance abuse, when he'll be ready to r eturn to the majors.
"We're encouraged by the whole attitude and
spent four weeks at the Betty Ford Center after
from Wrigley Field for an 8-5 lead.
enthusiasm Darryl has shown," Giants baseball
Blaise Daley, just called up from the minors, allowed admitting on April 4 he still had a problem.
He was later released by the Los Angeles operations vice president Tony Siegle said. "This
another Rockies run on a wild pitch in the eighth.
Dodgers after a negotiated settlement, then is a good training ground."

You're sweatin' me

Strawbeny thanks 'people who care'

King for a day
John McEnroe courts necessary
changes for the game of tennis
WIMBLEDON. England (AP) - After carefully considering complaints about his sport,
the new commissioner of tennis has decided
what needi:; to ~ <loue.

John McEnroe never was shy.
It hurts McEnroe when the game he once
dominated and still loves is criticized as being
boring and bland. Awarded the non-existent
commissioner's portfolio on the spur of the
moment, he was quick to suggest solutions.
"There are certain things that can be done,"
he said, loosening bis tie during a break from
his NBC broadcast duties at Wimbledon.
"They've got to change some of the rules." The
ATP has made a tentative start in that direc·
tion, reducing the time between points from
25 seconds to 20 se00nds and allowing movement in the crowd above the lower stands.
McEnroe would be bolder than that.
"First, they ought to lose the let cord rule,"
he said. '"They should play all lets. That
would quicken the match and add an element
of excitement." Then there is the matter of
the rankings and the men's best-14 rule that
allows players to discard poor results. That
irritate& McEnroe's sense of competiveness.

"If you play 30 tourna ments, somethin g
should be at stake every time you step on the
court." h e said. "I t s hou ld a lways m atter
when you play." McEnroe aliso would unify
equipment.
"With graphite ra ckets, the cat's out of the
bag," he said. "If baseball was using gi·apbite
bats, you'd h ave guys hitting 75 home runs.
In tennis, we've got wide body rackets now,
but they're not selling a lot. I think there
should be different equipment for professionals." Once he standardizes the rackets,
McEnroe would then deal with the tennis calendar.
"'We have to get a season in tennis," he said.
"There has to be a start and a finish. Maybe
it's February to October. You have to force the
players to take time off. If they want to bit
during that time, that's OK But there would
be n o sanctioned, official events. The time off
would help their tennis." The season idea is
all part of McEnroe's battle against tennis
burnout. He believes youngsters are rushed
into the sport far too quickly and that limits
need to be imposed, starting with an age
restriction.

Prosecution takes a
stab at questioning
Siillpson's liillo driver
LOS ANGELES (AP) - A limousine driver and a guest at
0.J.
Simpson's estate told a tale of thumps in the night and a
shadowy figure hurrying into the mansion as pr osecutor s
Tuesday sought to establish th at Simpson had as much as
75 minutes to commit m urd Pr.
Limo driver Allan P a rk testified he arr ived early at
Simp son 's mansion for a 10:45 p.m . pickup the night of the
murders and no one an swered the intercom until after he
saw a black person slip int o the h ou se close to 11 p.m.
"H e told me h e over slep t, that he j u st got ou t of th e
sh ower and h e'd be down in a m inute," Park said of the
voice over the inter com tha t he believe d t o be Simpson's.
And Brian "Kato" Kaelin, wh o lives in a guest house on
t he estate, said h e and Sim p s on r eturn ed from a
McDon ald's dinner abou t 9 :45 p.m . and h e didn't see him
a gain until he went out to investigate thumps he heard at
10:40 p.m . and saw Simp son a shor t time later getting into
the limousine.
Earlier testimony at the pr elimina r y hearing has suggested th at Simpson's ex-wife, Nicole Brown Simpson, and
R on ald Goldman, a frien d of h er s, wer e killed between 10
and 11 p.m. J une 12.
Howa rd Weitzman, one of Simpson's pr evious a ttorneys,
s a id h e w as t ol d by p olice that t he sla yings happe n ed
about 11 p.m . and that Simpson was a t home at that t ime
waiting for his ride to the a irport. Simps on's lawyer s have
not disclosed his wher eabouts in the hour or two lea ding
up to 11 p.m.

